ABSTRACT. Efficiency of data transformation strategies is evaluated to correct heterogeneity among cattle in the genetic evaluation of bulls, cows and progenies. Four data structures of bovine weaning weights were simulated: herds with and without heterogeneity for means and variances, and herds with and without genetic connectedness. In the genetic evaluations, data were used in the original scale and transformed (Logarithmic, Square root, standardization and ratio by phenotypic standard deviation). The evaluated data transformation strategies were not efficient in eliminating the negative effects of heterogeneity among cattle in the genetic evaluation of bulls, cows and progenies.
Introduction
Cattle herds undergoing genetic evaluations do not generally present the same means and the same genetic and phenotype variances. In other words, they present heterogeneity for such parameters. Heterogeneity among cattle herds reduce the efficiency of genetic evaluations and impair genetic progress.
Variance heterogeneity among cattle herds for production characteristics in dairy cattle and for performance in beef cattle is amply documented (CAMPELO et al., 2003; TORRES et al., 2000) . Variance heterogeneity was even found within the same cattle herd with regard to fixed effects of gender, year and date of birth, age of cow at birth, pregnancy of the animal and randomized effect of steers for data on growth rate and scrotum circumference of Canchin breed animals (FREITAS, 2000) . Carneiro et al. (2008) , who worked with simulated data with different heterogeneity structures, concluded that steers classification and mainly that of cows and progenies was highly affected by heterogeneity for genetic means among cattle herds.
Logarithmic transformation of data has been applied to correct the dependence between averages and variance (EVERETT; KEOWN, 1984) . Garrick and Van Vleck (1987) stated that the strategy was adequate to make reports be close to normality. However, when environments with high phenotype means and variances also demonstrate greater heritability and the transformed data invert this relationship to the point that environments with low phenotype means and variances have highest heritability, the use of logarithmic transformation provides a decrease in selection efficiency.
According to Kachman and Everett (1993) , the logarithmic transformation is a simple and adequate VAN VLECK, 1987; KACHMAN; EVERETT, 1993; TORRES et al., 2000) . However, in these research works, the authors used real data which presented variance and / or average heterogeneity and verified that scale transformations eliminated or failed to eliminate heterogeneity. However, the effect of scale transformations on the preciseness of the animals' genetic evaluations was not quantified in any study. This was due to the fact that the true genetic rate of the animals remained unknown. Such procedure was now possible through data simulation.
Data simulation is currently a highly useful tool to compare strategies of genetic evaluations. Several researchers (BRACCINI NETO et al., 2004; CARNEIRO et al., 2006 CARNEIRO et al., , 2008 CUNHA et al., 2006; JANGARELLI et al., 2009 ) employed program Genesys -Genetic Simulation System (EUCLYDES, 1996) in studies related to animal genetic improvement. Simulation methodology used in the program reveals without error the true genetic rate of all simulated animals. Through simple procedures (order correlationship, coincidence of selection etc) one knows which evaluation methodology predicts genetic rates closest to the real ones.
Current paper simulates data structures for weight at weaning in cattle, taking into consideration different situations of genetic heterogeneity and connectedness among cattle herds for the evaluation of steers, cows and progenies.
Material and methods
Data used in this research were simulated by program Genesys (EUCLYDES, 1996) which presented the simulation of animal genome for different characteristics. It also simulated genes behavior during the reproduction process throughout several generations. The number of loci and alleles involved, the addition effect of each allele, the number of fixed effects and their greatness and the rates of hereditability, genetic averages, phenotype average and phenotype variance, population size, male: female proportion, number of female descendants -1 and number of generations are defined in the Genesys simulation process. The rate of each simulated animal is obtained by the sum of addition effects of alleles in the animal's genome. Therefore, true genetic rates are known without error.
A genome of 2,000 centimorgans in length was simulated in current research for the characteristic determined by 200 loci with two alleles per locus. The alleles had only addition traits. The alleles' initial frequencies were simulated according to uniform distribution with an average of 0.50. Loci were distributed in 15 pairs of autosomal chromosomes of randomized sizes. The effect of environment with regard to 15 cattle herds and gender effect were also simulated. Randomized effects were simulated according to normal distribution. The sum of true genetic rate, gender, herd and randomized effects produced the phenotype rate of each simulated animal which, in turn, was used in the prediction of genetic rates. Greatnesses of simulated phenotype averages and variances for weight at weaning were determined by using results given by Alencar et al. (2005) .
The genomes of the base-population consisting of 4,500 females and 4,500 males were simulated. Further, 75 males and 3,750 females from the above base population were randomly sampled. Each male was mated with 50 females producing an initial population of 37,500 progenies, distributed in 15 herds. The simulation process was repeated a thousand times to remove the genetic oscillation effect.
Two heterogeneity structures among herds were simulated: herds with heterogeneity for all parameters (phenotype and genetic variance and phenotype and genetic average) and herds without heterogeneity for the above parameters. Three levels of variability in terms of phenotype variance were simulated in the first data structure, or rather, herds with high, medium and low phenotype variance, with five herds per level. Herds with high phenotype variance also had high genetic variance, high phenotype average and high genetic average (Table 1) .
Herds in the second data structure did not have heterogeneity for any parameter. Phenotype and genetic variances and phenotype and genetic averages were similar among the simulated herd groups ( Besides the heterogeneity structures mentioned above, two genetic linkage standards were simulated among the herds: data without any genetic linkage in which steers with progenies in a certain herd did not have progenies in the other herds and data with full genetic linkage in which steers had progenies distributed in the 15 simulated cattle herds. The combination of two heterogeneity structures and two genetic linkage standards produced four conditions available for genetic evaluation. Simulated data were used to predict the genetic rate of steers, cows and progenies within five scales: Original, Logarithmic, Square Root, Standardized and Ratio for phenotype deviation standard of each variability level.
Data simulation by Genesys shows, without any error, the real genetic rate of each simulated animal. Order correlation (Spearman's correlation) was calculated between the predicted and true genetic rates separately for steers, cows and progenies.
Estimates of variance components and the prediction of genetic rates of simulated animals were obtained by Multiple Trait Derivative-Free Restricted Maximum Likelihood (MTDFREML) developed by Boldman et al. (1995) . Statistic package SAS 9.1 (SAS, 2010) was used for the preparation of data files for analyses, for data transformation and for the calculation of Spearman's correlation between the predicted and true genetic rates.
Results and discussion
According to Crews and Franke (1998) , order correlation rates below 70% may indicate important changes in the classification of animals which may jeopardize genetic selection and progress. When there is no heterogeneity among the herds and for simulated data without any genetic linkage, order correlation among genetic rates was close to 1 and varied between 82 and 96% (Table 3) . However, regardless of the scale used, heterogeneity among the herds had a great influence on the genetic evaluation of steers, cows and progenies. Order correlation in such data structure between genetic rates was very low and varied between -3 and 10% (Table 3 ). This fact showed that animal classification based on predicted genetic rates produced a low relationship with the true classification of animals.
Order correlations among genetic rates obtained from data in the original scale and with scale transformation for data structures without and with heterogeneity among the cattle herds with and without genetic linkage were very similar in all animal categories. Order correlations among genetic rates in the presence of heterogeneity among herds and with genetic linkage were low for cows and progenies and high for steers, regardless of the transformation strategy of the applied data (Tables 3  and 4) . Results show that these strategies were totally inefficient for the correction of heterogeneity among cattle herds. In the case of data on milk production in Dutch cows, Torres et al. (2000) also concluded that data transformation strategies: Logarithmic, Square Root, Standardization and Ratio by deviation standard did not adequately correct the differences for genetic and residual variances among the classes of phenotype variances.
When steers had progenies in all herds, or rather, for simulated data with full genetic linkage, the effect of heterogeneity varied according to the animal category but was not affected by data transformation (Table 4) . Heterogeneity among herds did not affect the genetic evaluation of steers. Order correlation between true and predicted genetic rates was high and varied approximately between 92 and 94%, slightly lower than rates obtained for data without heterogeneity. However, the determination of the genetic rates of cows and progenies was jeopardized by heterogeneity even for data with full genetic linkage. Order correlations increased considerably with regard to those obtained with herds without any genetic linkage even though they did not exceed 19% for cows and 43% for progenies (Table 4) .
Conclusion
Data transformation strategies (Logarithmic; Square root; Standardized and Ratio by phenotype standard deviation) were not efficient to eliminate the effects of heterogeneity among herds with regard to genetic evaluation of steers, cows and progenies, regardless of genetic linkage. New strategies for heterogeneity data correction among herds should be proposed and evaluated.
In the case of high genetic linkage, heterogeneity among herds jeopardized only the genetic evaluation of cows and progenies. In fact, data transformation failed to be a contribution towards the improvement of selection efficiency of the categories.
